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NATO Terrorists in Syria Attack Kurdish Minority

By Eric Draitser
Global Research, January 27, 2013
Press TV and Land Destroyer
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In-depth Report: SYRIA

 The Western media and Western government representatives from the United States and
across the European Union, still insist that the sectarian bloodbath unfolding in Syria, fueled
by US, British and EU weapons and cash, is a so-called “pro-democracy” uprising. Why then,
one might ask, are these so-called “pro-democracy” freedom fighters turning their weapons
on Syria’s Kurdish minority if the “rebels” are allegedly locked in mortal combat with a
“dictatorship” they seek to overthrow for the sake of all Syrians?

The answer of course is that the conflict is most certainly not a “pro-democracy” uprising,
but rather Saudi-Qatari inspired sectarian extremists imported and armed by NATO from
abroad, to subjugate and conquer the people of Syria – to subjugate and conquer anyone
who does  not  subscribe  or  submit  to  Saudi-inspired,  NATO underwritten  extremism in
pursuit of foreign-backed regime change and regional geopolitical reordering.

To explain the recent violence visited upon Kurds in Syria, PressTV interviewed New York
City-based geopolitical analyst Eric Draitser of StopImperialism.com:
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